
The dance is so old that 
some of its verses are 
recorded in the The Pillow 
Book, a 10th century text
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The saigyuu, or 
sacred ox, tills 
the paddy before 
planting

The ones in 
red sashes are 
called kaeueme

She’s a bit 
excitable The sacred ox is 

raised especially 
for this ritual (2 
year-old female)

This young 
girl is having 
trouble walking 
in the deep mud

Data on the Sacred Paddy

Area:  About 2 tan 
　　　(or around 20 are/2000m2) 
Harvest:  About 8 koku
　　　　  (around 1200kg)
Variety of rice:  Hinohikari

The ones wearing 
a yellow sash are 
the ondakou, men 
who care for the 
paddy year-round

This rice-planting festival, which 
takes place at a shrine in downtown 
Osaka, is an ancient rite, a record of 
which can be found as far back as the 
Heian Period, in the writings of Sei 
Shonagon.

Art and Agriculture Share the Stage (June 14)
Otaue Rice-Planting Festival at Sumiyoshi Taisha 
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Their role is to receive the rice shoots 
from the priests and take them to the 
paddy. In the old days, courtesans 
from the pleasure quarters in Sakai 
used to fill this role, but in the Meiji 
era they were replaced by geisha from 
Shinmachi. Today, traditional Japanese 
dancers have taken over the part. No 
wonder they’re so lithe and beautiful--I 
couldn’t help admiring them. 
Maybe it was this colorful, shiny 
procession that did it, but suddenly 

the ox that’d been pulling the plow in 
the paddy got so excited, she yanked 
the guy holding her rope down into the 
mud. She had her horns pointed at him, 
and for a minute it looked like she was 
about to toss him into the air. There 
was an uproar as the people that tried 
to stop her got knocked down too, but 
fortunately nothing serious happened. 
Thank God. Really!
Finally, then, the planting ceremony 
begins. The shoots are planted on 

the north side of the paddy by the 
kaeueme, with their red sashes, and on 
the south side by the ondakou, men in 
yellow sashes. On the stage set up in 
the middle of the paddy, eight shrine 
maidens perform a Shinto dance to the 
accompaniment of a traditional gagaku 
orchestra and singers. It’s a leisurely 
dance, rustic and yet graceful.
Next, the gagaku music changes to the 
sound of the three-string shamisen, and 
a dancer called a mitoshime, dressed 

It’s a pain to go out in the sticky heat 
of the rainy season, but there is one 
festival you can only see at this time of 
year—the Otaue rice-planting festival.
In rice-growing Japan, since ancient 
times rice planting has been both farm 
work and a time to pray to the gods for 
a good harvest. While their forms may 
differ, rice-planting festivals are held 
in every part of the country, and the 
Otaue ritual at Sumiyoshi Shrine, which 

I visited recently, is one of the largest 
and most colorful. 
It’s June 14, the midst of the rainy 
season, but luckily the weather in Osaka 
started out sunny. The 2,000 square 
meter rice paddy on the shrine’s grounds 
had already been filled with water, 
which reflected the blue sky during this 
break in the wet season.
At 1 p.m., everyone participating in the 
ceremony received a ritual purification 

in front of the main hall, then paraded 
in a line around the edge of the paddy. 
In all there must have been about 300 
people, including the kaeueme—the 
maidens who would do the planting—
the yaotome, or ceremonial dancers, 
costumed warriors, and the younger 
dancers.
One group that really stood out was the 
women called ueme, with their yellow-
green outfits and flower-bedecked hats. 

A lavish festival in hopes of a fruitful autumn
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This decoration is 
called a “cotton 
flower” 

It also 
protects 
the wearer 
from evil 
spirits 
and from 
lightning

The ueme receive the young shoots 
from the priests in the Hondensai 
ceremony 

Ueme (planting maidens) Sumiyoshi-mai (dance)

Serving as ueme are 8 Japanese 
classic dancers selected by the 
Kamigata Cultural Arts Association

Bare feet in straw 
sandals

Beautiful!

Gojou-Gozen 

Sumiyoshi Shrine’s Power Spot

Considered 
the spot where 
the deities 
of Sumiyoshi 
shrine were first 
worshiped

It is also where the spirits 
of the gods are welcomed

A cedar 
tree

It’s said that if you can 
find pebbles marked 
with the characters for 
“five”, “great”, and 
“power” among the 
stones laid inside the 
fence, your prayers will 
be answered.

You put them 
in this lucky 
bag

Sakuragawa
Namba

Tennoji
Hankai Line

As they dance, 
they use their 
fans, decorated 
with bells, like 
tambourines

Local 
elementary and 
middle school 
girls 

The dance is said to have started as a way 
for the people to welcome the safe return of 
Empress Jingu from her conquest of Korea. 

“Dancing before God,

 heaven and earth are

eternal… “

They arrive at the 
shrine dressed like 
this at about 10:30 
in the morning

Sumiyoshi 
Park

It’s supposedly 
also danced to 
chase bugs away 
from the rice
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in Heian period costume, comes out to 
perform a new dance created in 1952. 
Her costume may be Heian, but her 
performance, closer to something you’d see 
in a teahouse in the pleasure quarters, 
was fun to watch. Apparently it’s a 
rain dance, and rain is essential to the 
planting season.
　This is followed by a group of brave, 
costumed warriors acting out a battle 
with wooden lances, then a rice-planting 
dance, and finally the Sumiyoshi Odori, 
a dance where little girls hop up and 

down while hitting their fans. A man 
called the kyoudoushi carries a large 
parasol, and taps on the shaft to keep a 
rhythm as he calls out “Ee~ Sumiyoshi 
sama no iya hoe”. Once you hear the 
unique intonation of his song, you’ll 
never get it out of your head. By the 
time this dance is finished, the rice 
paddy is completely covered in the 
bright green of the rice shoots, bringing 
the ritual to a close.
They say that singing and dancing while 
you plant the rice helps increase the 

vitality of the grains that lay within the 
shoots. With such a splashy ceremony, 
I’m sure they’ll grow up big and strong.
Since the rice is grown without 
pesticides using the aigamo method 
(ducks used to eat insects and weeds), 
the shrine plans another event in July, 
when they’ll have kids from a nearby 
kindergarten help release the ducks into 
the paddy. That sounds like fun, too!

[Sumiyoshi Shrine Otaue Rice-Planting Ceremony]
[Sumiyoshi Shrine Otaue Rice-Planting Ceremony]
One of Japan’s three major rice-planting festivals, this 
ceremony is held on June 14 of each year to pray for an 
abundant harvest.It was said to have started in the third 
century, when Empress Jingufirst had the sacred rice paddy 
established here, and is known as a colorful,lavish festival 
that preserves al l  the ancient formal i t ies.  The music, 
singing,
and dancing that take place as the rice is planted is said to 
increase the vitality of the grains that lay still-dormant in 
the rice shoots. At Sumiyoshi Shrine, they also hold an 
autumn event called the Takara-no-ichi, where the harvested 
rice is offered to the gods, as well as the Niiname Festival, 
where thanks are offered for the year’s bounty. 

[How to  Get  to  Sumiyosh i 
Shrine]
●By train
・The Nankai Railway
A  3 - m i n u t e  w a l k  f r o m 
Sumiyoshi Taisha Station on 
the Nankai Line
A  5 - m i n u t e  w a l k  f r o m 
Sumiyoshi Higashi Station on 
the Nankai Koya Line
・The Hankai Tramway
Jus t  s t eps  f r om  Sum i yosh i 
T o r i i - m a e  S t a t i o n  o n  t h e 
Hankai Line 
(By streetcar) A 2-minute walk 
from Sumiyoshi-koen Station 
on the Hankai lineSumiyoshi Shrine Website:

http://www.sumiyoshitaisha.net/




